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Abstract—Online learning started with the emergence of internet technology and has been increasingly used during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, it has raised many problems, such as limitations in presenting material (monotonous and uninteresting), building activeness and difficulty creating interaction between lecturers and students. Moreover, online learning is more stressful than regular classroom sessions because students have to study alone. The absence of clearly structured learning steps also makes it difficult for them to focus. Therefore, this research aims to develop an independent online learning module with a structured and systematic flow called Introduce, Connect, Apply, Reflect and Extend (ICARE) based on the Learning Management System (LMS). Furthermore, it determines the eligibility of the module using a Research and Development (R&D) for Education design involving Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. All stages resulted in an eligible online module with an LMS-based ICARE flow in the Learning Media course.

Index Terms—ICARE approach, online learning module, LMS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Learning systems worldwide, including in Indonesia, were forced to change completely during the Covid-19 pandemic. Before the pandemic, certain schools, colleges and training institutions rarely conducted online learning [1], [2]. However, this changed during the pandemic because schools and universities have implemented many online-based learning policies [3], [4]. This is a quick response to minimise the Covid-19 transmission.

Online learning is practical and flexible because it is conducted anywhere [5]–[7]. However, it causes many unique problems for lecturers and students during the pandemic. Most lecturers and students are not ready for online learning because they are unfamiliar with its technology and strategies [8]. Irfan et al. [9] stated that the challenges faced in online learning include limitations in material presentation (monotonous and uninteresting), building activeness and difficulty creating interaction between lecturers and students and among students. Moreover, online learning is more stressful than regular classroom sessions because students have to study alone. The absence of structured and systematic learning steps also makes it difficult to focus [10]. Online content is theoretical and mediocre and does not allow students to practice and study effectively [11]. Furthermore, mastery learning cannot be completed online [12].

The previous studies are a reference in overcoming the obstacles lecturers and students face in online learning to make it more interesting and meaningful. Lecturers must innovate in new learning methodologies that they did not prepare before, by integrating technology as one of the main tools to convey knowledge into strategies and teaching materials [13]. In addition, pedagogy is a determining factor in intentions, behaviour and success in online learning. It includes clear and structured learning strategies, the provision of richer content or teaching materials and an environment that improves student performance [14]. Students learn in different ways with various modalities. Providing various media options for students and giving clear learning steps ensure that they continue learning [15]. However, systematic planning is needed to determine and define these pedagogical aspects in a module design.

Learning modules are teaching materials arranged systematically and attractively. They include material content, methods and evaluations for independent use to achieve the expected competencies [16]. Learning modules are currently divided into three categories. The first category is the conventional or physical teaching materials, such as books and other prints. The second category comprises electronic teaching materials accessed through electronic devices, such as cellphones, tablets, PCs and laptops, that store the module. The third category consists of online teaching materials accessed through electronic devices anywhere and anywhere, provided that there is an internet network [17].

Online learning modules are teaching materials arranged systematically, measurable, attractive and easily understood by users. They are accessible and used without space and time barriers, provided that there is an internet network. Therefore, they are accessed using gadgets such as cellphones, tablets and PCs or laptops. Moreover, online learning materials are built from various meaningfully integrated resources [18]. In line with this, online modules enable interactive learning, assessment and adaptive feedback [17]. They are designed to support students’ independent learning in diverse environments [19].

The transition from face-to-face to online teaching materials is a challenge because lecturers are no longer present in real-time to assess and direct students’ learning. Therefore, its effectiveness strongly correlates with the module organisation and the clarity of the written information provided and the learning steps [20]. Research in the field of development and application of online learning
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modules has been carried out in recent times. However, some researchers found problems in the application of online learning modules. Smart and Cappel [21] found that online learning modules that are full of long content of learning materials make students bored and tired in learning. Moradi et al. [22] stated that students do not like online learning modules whose contents are only exposure to material and practice questions, it will spend too much time for students to be able to understand the learning material, and it is not effective and efficient. They suggest that online learning modules should be structured in a simple, complete, interactive, systematic manner by presenting steps/scaffolding that can lead students to learn. It is necessary to design modules with the structured or systematic steps applicable in large classes and promote and enable students to reflect on the subject content and formulate their thoughts before sharing them privately.

Introduce, Connect, Apply, Reflect and Extend (ICARE) is a learning model showing systematic and structured learning steps. This model is applicable in making and directing students to be more active in learning and draw conclusions from the lessons [23]. Furthermore, it ensures that students apply what they have learned, making learning more meaningful [24]. Online modules are developed using the Learning Management System (LMS) [15]. Matthew Perkins [25] stated the benefits of LMS that allow lecturers to easily send assignments, lesson plans, announcements and other learning documents. This research uses the Moodle LMS because it increases students’ involvement in online learning and positively influences their thinking and innovation skills [26]–[29].

II. Research Method

A. Research Design

This study uses the Research and Development (R&D) for Education method to produce an online learning module and test its eligibility [30]. The steps taken in developing the module with an LMS-based ICARE flow were adapted from the development model proposed by Lee and Owens [31]. They include Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation (ADDEI) stages. This model is used because it has been tested and is complete and simple.

B. Research Procedure

Referring to the research design and development models selected, the procedure for developing an LMS-based online module with ICARE flow is described in Table I.

C. Product Validation and Trial

The developed product’s eligibility is determined through validation by one material or content expert (lecturer for Learning Media course) and one media expert (doctorate in educational technology). Furthermore, the product is tested on 64 Universitas Pendidikan Ganesha students taking the Learning Media course. The data obtained from the validation and trial activities are then analysed and used to improve or perfect the developed product.

D. Data Collection Instrument

A questionnaire was used in the product validation and trial activities. The right data were obtained using quality instruments that explore what is desired. The quality instruments were obtained by analysing documents, making specification tables (grid), consulting with experts (material and media) and colleagues and writing instruments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.  | Analysis | a. Need assessment, identifying problems causing unoptimal learning processes and outcomes  
|     |       | b. Front-end analysis, identifying student characteristics, infrastructure and facilities as online learning supports and environment conditions  
|     |       | c. Conducting instructional analysis, including mapping of competencies or learning objectives to be mastered by students |
| 2.  | Design | a. Determining the need for computer equipment (hardware and software)  
|     |       | b. Determining learning materials or resources and strategies or activities  
|     |       | c. Designing and mapping the resources and activities in the LMS into the ICARE stage in the form of a programme mapping |
| 3.  | Development | a. Creating an online module this step consists of:  
|     |       | (1) Creating a portal by obtaining a server or Webhosting, choosing a category and creating and elevating user status  
|     |       | (2) Creating a Learning Media course with steps: 1) create and change course settings, 2) enter resources (Page, Label, File, Book, Folder, IMS Content Package, URL) and 3) create an activity (Lesson, Chat, Forum, Assignments, Feedback, Choice, Database, Glossary, Quiz, Survey, Wiki, Workshop, SCORM, LTI/External Tool)  
|     |       | b. Product validation by material or content and media experts  
|     |       | c. Conducting product revision  
| 4.  | Implementation | Final revision and product evaluation |

The questionnaire filled out by the material expert is prepared based on the theory of principles and perspectives for designing learning software [32]. Furthermore, the questionnaire filled out by the media expert adapts to comprehensive standards or rubrics for online learning design [33]. Meanwhile, the questionnaire filled out by students in the trial activity is prepared based on assessing the material and media experts. This involves selecting the statements or questions relevant to students of the developed product users. This questionnaire has open-ended and
closed-ended questions or statements. Open-ended questions ask for opinions or suggestions from experts and students on the developed product, whereas closed-ended statements ask for opinions or suggestions from experts and students on closed-ended questions or statements. Open-ended questions are used in the design cycle [34], as shown in Table IV.

The research used qualitative data, comprising criticisms, inputs and suggestions from validators and students collected during the design cycle. The scores obtained were added up, averaged and converted using a 5-point Likert scale. The results of the analysis activities consist of data regarding 1) student characteristics, 2) course characteristics and 3) learning environment conditions. The results of this analysis activity are qualitative data obtained through observation, documentation studies and questionnaires filled out by students.

Universitas Pendidikan Ganesha students almost all have the ability to operate information and communication technology devices, most of them also have these devices such as laptops, tablets and smartphones that they have also used in learning, even some students have more than one device. They prefer to find information, study, collect assignments and discuss through their electronic devices.

The learning media course with 3 credits has a very broad material coverage consisting of material that is theoretical in nature and empirically practical. The competencies that must be achieved in this course are that students have knowledge, skills and attitudes in the fields of design, development, utilisation, evaluation and study of media in learning. Seeing the wide proportion of teaching materials consisting of media in the form of theory and practice, a systematic delivery strategy is needed that can guide students to study outside of learning hours on campus and they can easily do it themselves. Online learning modules with clear procedural steps are considered appropriate in the characteristics of these courses.

With respect to environmental and infrastructure support, Universitas Pendidikan Ganesha already has several computer laboratory units with an adequate number of PCs, Wi-Fi is available for internet connection, and almost all lecturers and students hold information and communication technology devices and have the ability to use them. In addition, most of the lecturers and students have subscribed to cellular data packages to obtain internet access outside the campus area. This condition can be a driving force for the application of learning using online learning modules.

### III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Results of Analysis Phase

The results of the analysis activities consist of data regarding 1) student characteristics, 2) course characteristics and 3) learning environment conditions. The results of this analysis activity are qualitative data obtained through observation, documentation studies and questionnaires filled out by students.

The learning media course with 3 credits has a very broad material coverage consisting of material that is theoretical in nature and empirically practical. The competencies that must be achieved in this course are that students have knowledge, skills and attitudes in the fields of design, development, utilisation, evaluation and study of media in learning. Seeing the wide proportion of teaching materials consisting of media in the form of theory and practice, a systematic delivery strategy is needed that can guide students to study outside of learning hours on campus and they can easily do it themselves. Online learning modules with clear procedural steps are considered appropriate in the characteristics of these courses.

With respect to environmental and infrastructure support, Universitas Pendidikan Ganesha already has several computer laboratory units with an adequate number of PCs, Wi-Fi is available for internet connection, and almost all lecturers and students hold information and communication technology devices and have the ability to use them. In addition, most of the lecturers and students have subscribed to cellular data packages to obtain internet access outside the campus area. This condition can be a driving force for the application of learning using online learning modules.

#### B. Online Learning Module Design

The online module design with an ICARE flow based on the Moodle LMS displays digital learning stages and materials. The learning steps are the ICARE model stages, consisting of introduction, connection, application, reflection and extend. Materials include document (doc, pdf, xls, txt), presentation (ppt), picture (jpg, gif, png), video (mpg, wm), sound (mp3, au, wav) and animation (swf, gif). The learning steps and materials are arranged as a programme mapping for easy accessibility and use when developing online modules. In this regard, programme mapping is a table with learning steps and materials, where each component has an interconnected link [6]. The programme mapping of the online module with ICARE flow based on Moodle LMS
contains a description of learning steps, types of materials and Moodle LMS features, comprising resources and activities, as shown in Table V.

| TABLE V: PROGRAMME MAPPING OF ONLINE LEARNING MODULE WITH ICARE FLOW BASED ON MOODLE LMS |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|
| ICARE flow | Type of learning material | Moodle LMS features |
| Introduction | - Document (pdf) | - Page |
| | - Presentation (ppt) | - Lesson |
| | - Animation (swf) | - Forum |
| Connection | - Document (doc, pdf) | - Book |
| | - Presentation (ppt) | - File |
| | - Picture (jpg, png) | - URL |
| | - Video (mpg) | - Lesson |
| Application | - Multimedia (exe) | - Feedback |
| Reflection | - File | - Assignments |
| Extend | - Reflection (ppt) | - Label |
| - Students are allowed to practice and apply new knowledge and skills. | - Assignments |
| - Students work individually, in pairs or in groups to complete real activities or solve problems using the new information and skills acquired. | - Messages |
| - Students make presentations or write about what they have learned from the summary of learning outcomes. | - Assignments |
| - Giving exploratory quizzes/questions to students with several choices adapted to conditions. | - Quiz |
| - Students read additional teaching materials, assignments or exercises to strengthen and expand the completed subject matter. | - Assignments |
| C. Final Product | - Document (pdf) | - Assignments |
| | - Presentation (ppt) | - Feedback |
| | - Video (mpg) | - Workshop |
| | - Multimedia (exe) | - Assignments |
| | - Feedback | - Quiz |
| D. Product Eligibility | - Moodle LMS features | - Feedback |
| | - Activities | - Quiz |
| | | - Quiz |

The online module as the final product of this development research is accessed at https://elearning.undiksha.ac.id/course/view.php?id=5208. The Learning Media course as the research objective is categorised in the Second-semester Educational Technology Study Programme. This course consists of six modules with different topics on learning media. They include basic concepts, classification, characteristics, management, selection and development of learning media. The display of module 6 is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows that each module follows the systematic stages of the ICARE flow. The Introduction consists of learning instructions, basic competencies, indicators, learning objectives and learning materials. It provides students with an understanding of how to learn, the competencies to be achieved and the content of learning materials. This introduction is built by utilising the Lesson feature of the LMS, which allows students to navigate each page regularly. The learning materials section contains files (pdf, ppt, mpg, swf, exe, etc.) according to each module’s topic. Connection is performed synchronously through the web meeting feature (video conference). This stage provides apperception by connecting new teaching materials with something familiar to students. In this case, connection involves holding a simple brainstorming exercise to understand students' knowledge and asking them to state what they remember from the previous lecture. The lecturer then connects the students' prior knowledge with new information through presentations or simple explanations. Furthermore, Application is conducted to allow students to practice and apply new knowledge and skills. Students work individually, in pairs or in groups to complete activities or solve real problems using the new information and skills acquired. Additionally, activities at this stage are facilitated by Student Worksheets with case-based (module 2) and project-based learning (module 6) methods using the assignment LMS feature. Reflection is conducted to check or ensure what students have learned by presenting a learning outcome summary. This stage utilises web conferences and gives students exploratory quizzes or questions with several choices adapted to conditions. The features used in the LMS are web meetings (video conference) and quiz. Subsequently, Extend is conducted to strengthen and expand the completed subject matter by reading additional teaching materials, assignments or exercises using the URL LMS feature.

The developed online module has shown the systematic and structured learning steps through which students study the material independently according to their preferences. Furthermore, they expand their knowledge by researching what they learn from learning activities and become responsible for understanding [35]. The learning stages in this module contain an invitation to make students more familiar with the material being studied. In addition, it stimulates the emergence of their critical attitude towards the material. This means that ICARE accommodates many applications of the topics studied in everyday life. Additionally, it provides assignments that require students to find answers through various resources [36].

D. Product Eligibility

After internal testing to ensure the product runs smoothly, it is evaluated through validation by material and media experts and trial to students. Fig. 2 presents the expert validation and product trial results.
students in critical, creative thinking and fostering communication or collaborative skills.

The mean score for the overall online module assessment in the learning media course by students is 4.65. This figure is ‘Very Good’ according to the conversion table of quantitative to qualitative data on a five scale. Therefore, the product developed is eligible for application in learning. Based on student comments in the product trial, learning becomes more flexible because online modules are accessed anytime and anywhere. Furthermore, systematic learning steps help accelerate the understanding of module content. Students also admitted that enrichment materials provide broader insight into the subject matter. They evaluate the learning progress from feedback and grades provided immediately by the lecturer. Moreover, online modules are easier to use and highly accessible, making learning more efficient.

The assessment by experts and students in the ‘Very Good’ category is due to the steps and aspects considered and used in developing this online learning module. The online module with an LMS-based ICARE flow in this Learning Media course was developed through five stages, namely, ADDIE. This process was quick and smooth because it is based on the pre-made plans and supported by the readiness of the required materials according to the analysis results.

The eligibility of an online module with an LMS-based ICARE flow in the Learning Media course is achieved because the presentation follows structured steps. At the Introduction stage, learning instructions, learning objectives and an outline of learning materials are given. This can condition students to be ready to learn both physically and mentally. Readiness to learn is a very important factor and a determinant for successful learning [37].

Connection connects students’ prior knowledge with new information through simple presentations and also through various media formats. Furthermore, it presents choices of media or resources developed by the lecturers (learning resources by design) or using available materials (learning resources by utilisation). These include a document (doc), presentation (ppt), animation (swf), video (mpg) and multimedia (exe), which accommodate student modalities. Consequently, this allows students to learn in ways that suit them and promote their activeness [38].

Applications are made to give students the opportunity to practice and apply new knowledge and skills. They work and are active independently through Student Worksheets. These steps lead to maximum student activity to seek and find material (they become study subjects). The results of the research by Yudiawan et al. [39] stated that an online learning system and environment that is student-centred can guarantee the success of learning. Subsequently, students do not become passive recipients but construct their knowledge according to their pace in the learning process. Furthermore, all student activities involve seeking information and answers to their problems, fostering self-confidence and developing higher intellectual abilities [40]. Therefore, these stages can minimise negative activities in online learning.

Reflection is done to check or ensure what students have learned through the presentation of a summary of learning outcomes and giving a measuring quiz with several choices of questions. Quiz given online allows for direct feedback given by the lecturer on the results of student work. Feedback
is in the form of positive or negative reinforcement from the lecturer. Reflection and feedback allow students to measure their progress, consider alternative learning strategies and project their own further learning needs [41]. The online assessment method and students’ access rights to their grades will be able to encourage students to continue to study hard so that they can show good performance in class [42].

Extend is done to strengthen and expand the subject matter that has been completed by reading additional teaching materials, assignments or exercises. This stage also provides opportunities for students to expand the knowledge that has been obtained by challenging wider problems. Yunus et al. [43] stated that the provision of additional teaching materials and their variations in online learning is closely related to students’ achievement motivation and can improve students’ problem-solving abilities.

This module has also facilitated virtual synchronous learning through video or web conferences. Additionally, it has enhanced personal asynchronous through assignments, quizzes and chats, as well as collaborative interpersonal through online discussion forums and team-based project-based worksheets. There are also variations in delivery and teaching methods, as well as lecturer–student and student–student interactions. These variations provide benefits, such as flexibility, productivity, efficiency and achievement [44], [45]. Similarly, selecting the Moodle LMS application to build an online module has provided several advantages. First, there is flexibility in determining learning activities, such as surveys, communities, journals, assignments, quizzes, choice questions and chats. Second, various formats of learning activities are available, including topic, weekly and social. Third, the module is capable of displaying various user activities. Fourth, all class members on assignments, journals, quizzes and forums are viewed on one page and downloadable as spreadsheet files.

Based on student responses in the trial activity, the online module with the LMS-based ICARE flow in the Learning Media course has clear learning stages and good interactivity. Therefore, it makes students interested and active in the learning process, an indicator of their motivation and a good sign towards improving outcomes [46]. The attractive display elements of this product include the home page, ease of navigation and a harmonious blend of text colours and backgrounds. Additionally, this module in each subject is equipped with pictures, animations, videos and multimedia, helping students or users understand the material better. Enrichment activities (extend) accommodate students with a good speed and completeness in learning.

The ease of using the online module with the LMS-based ICARE flow on this Learning Media course is also recognised by students. They use this module by typing the URL http://elearning.undiksha.ac.id in the browser and accessed with a mobile device or smartphone. Through this module, materials are accessed more quickly, anytime and anywhere. Furthermore, materials enriched with various learning resources, including multimedia, are quickly updated by lecturers. Students also carry out monitoring, communication and cooperation. Additionally, they download materials, take assignments and quizzes and participate in chats and discussion forums. However, despite its many advantages, some obstacles are faced in this online module, especially for students limited to electronic devices, such as PCs, laptops or smartphones, or demand good internet access.

IV. CONCLUSION

Online learning modules are systematically arranged teaching materials, measurable, attractive and easily understood by users. They are accessed and used without space and time barriers, provided that they are connected to the internet network. Subsequently, these modules are accessed using gadgets, such as cellphones, tablets and PCs or laptops. The online module with an LMS-based ICARE flow in this Learning Media course was developed through analysis, activity design development, learning resources, evaluation and validation from experts. Moreover, the online module was assessed on various aspects, including instructional design, course opening, learning, as well as interaction and community. The other aspects assessed were instructional teaching and learning resources, learner support, technology design, course closing and instructional design cycle. The results were ‘Very Good’ category, meaning that this product is eligible for application.
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